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ABSTRACT
Objectives This study aims to understand if fatigue, the
main symptom of anaemia, is a health concern that cues
women and their referent groups to obtain iron folic acid
supplements.
Design This is a mixed methods study that consisted of
a cross-sectional perceptual mapping and card sorting
activity along with 16 focus group discussions with women
of reproductive age, mothers-in-law and men. Participants
of the perceptual mapping and card sorting activity were
asked to compare images of anaemia-related items and
concepts. Participants in the focus group discussions
were asked about their daily life, aspirations and concerns
among women and perceptions of anaemia and iron
supplementation in the community. The quantitative data
were analysed through multidimensional scaling and
analyses of variance in SPSS. The qualitative data were
analysed through applied thematic analysis using NVivo.
Setting Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India.
Participants Women of reproductive age (n=30),
mothers-in-law (n=30) and married men (n=30) were
randomly selected to participate in the perceptual
mapping and card sorting exercise. A separate sample of
each group was randomly selected for the focus group
discussions (n=148).
Primary and secondary outcome measures We
collected perceptions of dissimilarity between anaemia-
related items, including fatigue and medical items; the
extent to which these items were perceived as important
to health or likable; and qualitative information about
gender norms.
Results Cognitive maps and card sorting revealed that
fatigue was conceptualised distinctly from items related to
medical treatment and that perceptions around fatigue’s
importance to health were low. Women from the focus
groups reported that fatigue is a regular part of their daily
life.
Conclusion Our results indicate that fatigue is currently
not an adequate cue to seek treatment, perhaps due to the
normalisation of fatigue as a part of women’s daily life.

BACKGROUND
Anaemia is a condition characterised by a low
red blood cell count that affects a quarter of all
people worldwide.1 If left untreated, anaemia
can lead to several negative health outcomes,
including poor mental health,2 3 reduced
work capacity,4 pregnancy complications5 6

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► We adapted a marketing methodology known as

perceptual mapping, coupled with a card sorting
exercise and focus group discussions to understand
how women of reproductive age, and their relevant
referent groups (ie, mothers-in-law and men) perceive fatigue.
►► Qualitative focus groups were used to minimise the
ambiguity of the perceptual mapping plots.
►► The size of each subsample was small (n=30 each),
reducing our ability to find significant differences
from the card sorting activity.

and sometimes death.3 Women of reproductive age are the most vulnerable to anaemia,1
as blood loss during menstruation and childbirth raises their risk.7–10 Recent research
suggests that inequitable social structures may
exacerbate anaemia prevalence in women,
particularly as it relates to gender norms.1 11–14
Gender norms are a subset of social norms,
which refer to expectations around how
people of a specific gender should behave.15
The WHO has made anaemia one of six
global nutritional targets.16 Iron and folic
acid supplementation is an effective strategy
for the prevention and treatment of anaemia
in low-
income and middle-
income countries.17–19 Dosage recommendations vary by
age, gender and pregnancy status, but WHO
recommends regular iron supplementation
for non-pregnant women of reproductive age
in countries where prevalence exceeds 40%.17
In India, where over half of women of
reproductive age are anaemic,20 the promotion of iron supplements to children and
women of reproductive age has been a part
of the nutritional agenda since 1970.21 22
However, the expansion of promotion to non-
pregnant, out-
of-
school women only began
in 2013 through the National Iron Plus
Initiative.23 Despite India’s recent life-course
approach to promote iron supplements to
all women, consumption remains low and
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supplements.11–14 36 Other studies also show that women
in Odisha tend to have less power within the household than their husbands, and carry the majority of the
domestic workload burden.37 As daily life is characterised by large amounts of physical labour (for both men
and women), fatigue may be considered a normal part of
everyday life, and thus, not a cue to obtain iron supplements. Clearly, knowledge about the prevalence and risks
of anaemia is critical as risk perception may be connected
to gender norms. If women believe that fatigue is just a
necessary outcome of their role as women, rather than a
symptom of illness, increasing risk perception may be an
important first step.
Additionally, studies in India have highlighted the
influence of shared-decision making within households
as a key factor in anaemia prevalence among women.38 39
To our knowledge, how this relates to different conceptualisations of fatigue by various household members—
husbands, mothers-in-law and others—has not yet been
explored. Yet, this is an important consideration: if
women themselves do not equate fatigue with a need to
seek medical care, do influential others in her home view
fatigue in the same manner? Hence, our research questions are:
RQ1. Are perceptions of fatigue a cue to obtain iron
supplements among women of reproductive age in
Odisha, India?
RQ2. What are the differences in perceptions of fatigue
across women’s referent groups (their mothers-in-law and
husbands)?
METHODS
We used multiple methods to understand how conceptualisations of fatigue may relate to treatment-
seeking
behaviours among women of reproductive age in Odisha,
India. We report findings from two methods, one quantitative and the other qualitative, used in this paper.
First, we used perceptual mapping techniques and a
card sorting activity to understand how our participants
conceptualised fatigue.
Perceptual mapping is often used in commercial
marketing40–42 but it has recently gained momentum in
health behaviour communication.43–47 In the current
study, we expand on the public health application of
perceptual mapping by using this technique to understand how women understand fatigue in relation to items
associated with the acquisition of iron tablets. We follow
the perceptual mapping activity with a card sorting exercise to understand if cognitive (ie, perceived importance
to health) and affective (ie, dislike) perceptions could
inform the results of the perceptual maps.
While perceptual maps can highlight conceptual associations (or disassociations) between concepts, it is difficult
to pinpoint the dimensions of perception around which
these similarities or differences exist. We included a card
sorting activity to probe the cognitive and affective dimensions of perception. However, a qualitative component is
Yilma H, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e037471. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-037471
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anaemia prevalence is still high.20 24 This may be due to
gaps in current iron supplement distribution practices in
the Indian health system. Distribution outside of clinical
settings targets pregnant women or in-school adolescents;
frontline workers provide tablets to pregnant women,
and adolescent girls can get iron supplements weekly in
school. Out-of-school, non-pregnant women do not have
this access and must first go to a health facility to get tested
before receiving treatment, which is typically iron supplementation for mild and moderate forms of anaemia.25 26
This process requires an ability to detect anaemia symptoms within oneself and seek medical care.
However, the primary manifestation of anaemia,
fatigue, may be ignored as a sign of illness.27 28 In a review
of the evolving conceptualisations of fatigue across time,
Loriol29 notes that, historically, fatigue is considered a
necessary outcome for physical energy expenditure and,
consequently, commonly attributed to a hard day’s work.
The result is a prevailing social expectation that the more
the one expends physical energy, the more fatigued one
is. This is seen in the inverse association between fatigue
and socioeconomic status.29 Therefore, women who exert
a lot of physical energy in a day may not feel their fatigue
is cause for alarm. Rather, they may feel that the fatigue
they experience is a normal outcome of their hard work.
It is no surprise then that more than 80% of women in
Odisha, India do not recognise tiredness or weakness as
symptom of anaemia.26 Studies in similar cultures have
also shown that women may not readily associate fatigue
with illness.30 In fact, anaemic women who reported
fatigue during pregnancy did not seek medical attention
because they believed their anaemia-related fatigue was
just a normal part of pregnancy.31 32
While the anaemia literature among non-
pregnant
women in India is sparse, research in other parts of the
world has shown that fatigue represents a conceptually
different dimension of symptoms than somatic symptoms,
even when both forms share an underlying cause.33 34
Further, Ball et al demonstrate that women’s perceptions
of fatigue symptoms are influenced by familial factors,
whereas men hold perceptions of fatigue that are influenced by genetic factors.33 A study in an area with high
anaemia prevalence showed that culture and gender
norms can shape perceptions of anaemia, which can in
turn influence treatment-seeking behaviours among non-
pregnant women.13 Therefore, a similar normalisation of
fatigue may exist among non-pregnant women in rural
India, as expectations for labour may lead to exhaustion that is difficult to disentangle from anaemia-related
fatigue. In fact, fatigue is commonly associated with activities like caretaking and employment in women but not
men.35
In this paper, we explore the extent to which women
perceive fatigue as a cue to seek medical care. While the
literature around the conceptualisation of fatigue as a
symptom of illness is limited, recent research in India
has shown that inequitable gender norms may indirectly affect a woman’s ability or desire to access iron
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Sampling
The perceptual mapping and card sorting activity
collected data from a different sample than the focus
group discussion to accommodate the larger formative research goals of the methods and limit participant
burden. However, all samples came from the Angul
District of Odisha, India and shared the same random
sampling procedure. To do so, researchers first tabulated all the homes in each of the four villages where we
worked and obtained the total number of eligible participants. Based on the number of participants needed for
the focus groups, against a sampling frame that consisted
of the entire village, we used a proportional skip pattern
that began with a randomly selected initial participant to
identify households from which to select every succeeding

participant for each subgroup. From the remaining
households, a similar selection process was applied to
select the participants for the perceptual mapping and
card sorting activity.
We conducted 16 focus groups with women of reproductive age, mothers-
in-
law, adolescent girls and
husbands (n=124). The sample description is published
elsewhere.11 The final sample for the perceptual mapping
and card sorting exercise comprised women of reproductive age (n=30), mothers-in-law (n=30) and men (n=30).
All participants were required to live in the Angul District,
speak Odiya, and give written consent before participating. Parental permission was obtained for all participants younger than 18 years old. A small gift of a bowl and
spoon was given as incentive for participating.
Patient and public involvement
This study did not involve patients or the public in its
development or implementation. On completion of the
study, results were shared with various stakeholders at a
2 days convening in Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India.
Perceptual mapping
During the perceptual mapping exercise, we showed
participants two cards at a time, each with a picture of
a different anaemia-
related item, and we asked them
to compare how similar the two were to each other. We
recorded their rating on a scale from 1 to 4, where 4 indicated the most similarity. We had 12 cards in all, and all
66 permutations (1 vs 2, 1 vs 3, … 11 vs 12) were shown

Figure 1 Perceptual map derived for women of reproductive age. Dissimilarity plot across two-dimensions (corresponding to
the x and y axes) as displayed by SPSS V.25; plot point labels have been edited for reader clarity.
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also needed to delineate why these associations or disassociations may exist. Therefore, we followed the quantitative methods with qualitative focus group discussions
to triangulate our findings and identify the social and
cultural underpinnings of how fatigue is conceptualised.
All components of this study come from formative
research conducted for the Reduction in Anemia through
Normative Innovations (RANI) Project. The RANI
Project is implementing and evaluating a social norms-
based anaemia reduction intervention. The overall goals
of the formative research components were larger than
the research questions presented here; all of the goals of
the formative research beyond this study are outlined the
RANI project formative research protocol.48

Open access

Card sorting
We also asked participants to do a card sorting exercise on completing the perceptual mapping exercise.
In this portion of the study, we asked participants to
place the same cards into three piles based on the items
level of importance for their health and well-being. On
completing this task, participants were then asked to sort
the cards into another set of three piles based on the
likability of the item. Data collectors recorded the compositions of each pile.
Focus group discussions
Trained researchers (native speakers from Odisha, India)
conducted all focus groups, and we matched interviewer
and interviewee on gender. For each focus group, one
member of the research staff observed the group while
taking notes and researchers wrote field notes after each
interview. Audio recordings were transcribed in Odiya
and subsequently translated into English for data analysis.
A more detailed description of the focus group discussion
procedures can be found in a separate study.11
Instruments
All instruments were developed based on discussions with
local researchers and a review of the literature to ensure
cultural and theoretical relevance.25 49 50 For the perceptual

mapping and card sorting activity, we used large cards
with the images of interest printed on them. The 12 cards
included an image of one of the following: iron tablets,
a clinic, pharmaceutical kiosks, women empowerment
groups known as self-
help groups, traditional healer,
physician, fatigue, prenatal care, green vegetable, meat/
fish, pregnancy or stomach ache. Labels of each item were
also included on each card. Our colleagues in Odisha,
India assessed the cards for face validity. Interview guides
for the focus group discussions covered general questions
about what women do on a typical day, their concerns
and aspirations, and roles in the family and community.
The questionnaire for the perceptual mapping and card
sorting activity (online supplemental 1), along with the
focus group discussion guides (online supplemental 2), is
included as supplementary material.
Analysis
Perceptual maps
Participant ratings were recoded to indicate dissimilarity
and then organised into matrixes. We used multidimensional scaling (MDS) to graphically plot the averaged
dissimilarities of the overall sample as well as each
subgroup recorded (ie, women of reproductive age,
mothers-in-law and men; figures 1–3). MDS is a common
method to analyse perceptual mapping data.51 Theoretically, the resulting maps can display items on multiple
axes to represent underlying dimensions of perception.
For simplicity and ease of interpretation, they are often

Figure 2 Perceptual map derived for men. Dissimilarity plot across two-dimensions (corresponding to the x and y axes) as
displayed by SPSS V.25; plot point labels have been edited for reader clarity.
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to each participant. A more detailed explanation of the
perceptual mapping procedure can be found in the
Formative Research Protocol.48
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Card sorting
We converted the responses from the card sorting exercise into ranks from 0 to 2, where a score of 0 was given
to cards that were placed in the ‘not very important to
health’ pile or the ‘dislike’ pile, and a score of 2 was given
to the cards that were in the ‘very important to health’
pile or ‘like a lot’ pile, for their respective parameters.
Scores for liking were reverse coded so that higher values
indicated a dislike. We analysed the card sorting data
using an analysis of variance across the three participant
groups. We conducted post-hoc analyses to determine
homogenous subsets when omnibus differences were
detected. There were no missing responses. All analyses
were done in SPSS V.25.
Focus group discussions
We uploaded transcripts and the codebook into NVivo
V.12 for analysis (Nvivo, 2015). We developed a draft
codebook then applied thematic analysis to characterise
and subsequently modify emergent themes through an
iterative approach that combined data collection and
analysis concurrently.52 This allowed us to determine

when saturation occurred, when no new themes emerged
from the data.
Research team and reflexivity
Of the four authors, one is from Angul, India, one is
from Nepal and two are from the USA. Their backgrounds vary from overseeing data collection efforts to
social norms/gender norms, and global behavioural
health. Each researcher holds a master’s and/or doctoral
degree and their familiarity with anaemia in India ranges
from academic research to personal experience. Three
of the authors, SP, ES and RR, were present for the data
collection training and piloting. One of the authors, SP,
was present for all data collection. None of the authors
have any personal relationship to the participants or any
direct benefit from examining the relationship between
anaemia and fatigue.
RESULTS
Sample
The demographic distribution of each subgroup can be
found in table 1. The average age of men in the sample
was 35 years (SD=6.00), and that of women was 28 years
in-
law was 56
(SD=4.76). The average age of mothers-
years (SD=7.58). The majority of women of reproductive
age had completed at least secondary school, while the
majority of men had not completed secondary school.
The majority of mothers-
in-
law had not received any

Figure 3 Perceptual map derived for mothers-in-law. Dissimilarity plot across two-dimensions (corresponding to the x and y
axes) as displayed by SPSS V.25; plot point labels have been edited for reader clarity.
Yilma H, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e037471. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-037471
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distilled down to two (x and y) dimensions. The maps
display dissimilarity so that the further two points are
from each other, the more the participants perceived
dissimilarity between the two items. Conversely, the closer
the two points are on the map, the more the participants
perceived similarity.

Open access

Men
(n=30)

WRA
(n=30)

MILs
(n=30)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Age

34.67 (6.00)

27.90 (4.76)

55.87 (7.58)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

3 (10)

4 (13.3)

21 (70.0)

School
 None
 Up to primary

12 (40)

8 (26.7)

6 (20.0)

 Up to secondary

6 (20)

7 (23.3)

2 (6.7)

 Up to high secondary

5 (16.6)

10 (33.4)

1 (3.3)

 Up to tertiary

4 (13.3)

1 (3.3)

30 (100)

30 (100)

100 (100)

100 (100)

100 (100)

 Scheduled caste/tribe

18 (60.0)

16 (53.3)

17 (56.6)

 Other backwards caste

11 (36.7)

12 (40.0)

13 (43.3)

1 (3.3)

2 (6.7)

0 (0)

 None

0 (0)

3 (10)

0 (0)

 1

4 (13.3)

7 (23.3)

3 (10.0)

 2

12 (40.0)

10 (33.3)

3 (10.0)

 3

10 (33.3)

7 (23.3)

11 (36.7)

 Married
 Religion—Hindu

0 (0)
29 (96.7)†

Caste

 Other caste
Children

 4 or more

4 (13.3)

3 (10.0)

13 (43.3)

Ever taken IFA

4 (13.3)

26 (86.7)

7 (23.3)

Currently taking IFA

0 (0)

3 (10.0)

2 (9.1)

Diagnoses of anaemia ever
Currently anaemic?

1 (3.3)
5 (21.7)

16 (53.3)
4 (14.3)

4 (13.3)
3 (13.0)

Under ‘School’, ‘I’ indicates incomplete and ‘C’ indicates complete.
*p < 0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
†The one mother-in-law who was not married was a widow.
IFA, iron folic acid; MILs, mothers-in-law; WRA, women of reproductive age.

education. Additionally, the majority of participants had
at least two children. All but one participant was married;
the singular participant who was unmarried was widowed.
All participants were Hindu.
While the majority of women of reproductive age had
taken iron folic acid in the past (86.7%), very few were
taking it at the time of the survey (10%). Only about a
quarter of mothers-in-law had ever taken iron folic acid,
but 9.1% were taking it at the time of the survey. None
of the men surveyed reported currently taking iron folic
acid, and only 13.3% had ever taken it. About half of
women of reproductive age had ever received an anaemia
diagnosis, and 14.3% reported currently being anaemic
at the time of the survey. The demographic distribution
of participants who took part in the focus group discussions was similar to the participants who took part in the
perceptual mapping activity.11
6

Perceptions of fatigue
Perceptual maps
The perceptual maps for women of reproductive age
show a conceptual separation, as evidenced by their
spatial distance, between fatigue and the practical iron
folic acid distribution channels for non-pregnant women;
one quadrant of the map contains fatigue, while a separate one contains the items related to the iron supplement distribution channels for non-
pregnant women,
including physicians, clinics and pharmaceutical kiosks
(figure 1). These three items are clustered together in
one quadrant, indicating that they are perceived as
similar to each other. Iron folic acid is also plotted in the
same quadrant as this cluster, indicating that women of
reproductive age may conceptualise physicians, clinics
and pharmaceutical kiosks as links to iron supplements.
The separation of fatigue from these iron supplement
Yilma H, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e037471. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-037471
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Table 1 Demographic information—perceptual mapping and card sorting
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WRA

Men

MILs

Item

Rating parameter

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

F

IFA pill

Importance
Dislike

1.67 (0.68)
0.53 (0.73)

1.87 (0.35)
0.20 (0.48)

1.73 (0.52)
0.47 (0.73)

2.39
2.15

Clinic

Importance

1.80 (0.48)

1.93 (0.25)

1.83 (0.38)

0.98

Dislike

0.23 (0.50)

0.20 (0.41)

0.23 (0.50)

0.05

Kiosk

Importance

1.77 (0.50)

1.93 (0.25)

1.87 (0.35)

1.44

Dislike

0.27 (0.58)

0.17 (0.38)

0.13 (0.43)

0.64

Importance

1.37 (0.72)

1.27 (0.74)

1.57 (0.68)

Self-help groups
Traditional healer
Physician
Fatigue
Prenatal care
Green veggies
Meat
Pregnancy
Stomach-ache

0.50 (0.68)

3.44*

0.80 (0.76)

1.23 (0.82)

1.03 (0.67)

2.50

1.07 (0.78)

0.97 (0.85)

1.07 (0.69)

0.17

Importance

1.80 (0.55)

2.00 (0)

1.90 (0.31)

2.27

Dislike

0.20 (0.41)

0.10 (0.31)

0.20 (0.48)

0.30 (0.47)

Importance
Dislike

Importance

0.77 (0.73)

a
a

b

1.38

0.73 (0.74)

Dislike

a

a

0.80 (0.61)

a

a,b

0.61
b

9.66***

b

0.17 (0.53)

Dislike

1.47 (0.68)

1.23 (0.73)

1.87 (0.35)

8.29***

Importance

1.43 (0.73)

1.40 (0.67)

1.67 (0.61)

1.40

Dislike

0.70 (0.89)

0.57 (0.50)

0.33 (0.66)

2.12

Importance

1.63 (0.62)

1.63 (0.49)

1.80 (0.41)

1.06

Dislike

0.37 (0.61)

0.30 (0.60)

0.13 (0.35)

1.52

Importance

1.23 (0.68)

0.97 (0.76)

1.37 (0.61)

2.62

Dislike

0.77 (0.73)

0.90 (0.76)

0.60 (0.62)

1.36

Importance

1.13 (0.82)

1.23 (0.63)

1.57 (0.68)

3.04

Dislike

0.80 (0.85)a

0.80 (0.48)a

0.30 (0.60)b

5.74**

Importance
Dislike

0.63 (0.67)a
1.47 (0.68)a

0.87 (0.68)a
1.17 (0.65)b

0.30 (0.60)b
1.83 (0.46)c

5.76**
9.15***

The letters a and b denote homogenous subsets yielded from the post-hoc analysis when omnibus significance was detected.
*p < 0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
IFA, iron folic acid; MILs, mothers-in-law; WRA, women of reproductive age.

distribution channels indicates that fatigue may not act as
a cue to obtain iron supplements.

at all (physician: M=0.20, SD=0.41; clinics: M=0.23,
SD=0.50; pharmaceutical kiosks: M=0.27, SD=0.58).

Card sorting exercise
Confirming these findings, the card sorting exercise
showed that women of reproductive age were less likely
to report fatigue as important to health compared with
items related to the iron supplement distribution channels for non-
pregnant women (table 2). Fatigue was
considered to be only somewhat important to health by
women (M=0.77, SD=0.73), while the iron supplement
channels, including physicians (M=1.80, SD=0.55), clinics
(M=1.80, SD=0.48) and pharmaceutical kiosks (M=1.77,
SD=0.50), were considered very important to health.
Differences in the conceptualisation of fatigue and the
items related to iron supplement distribution channels
for non-pregnant women may also be explained by differences in affective ratings (table 2). Fatigue was reported to
be disliked by women (M=1.47, SD=0.68), while the other
iron folic acid channel-related items were hardly disliked

Focus group discussions
Women reported that fatigue, and oftentimes, extreme
fatigue, was a normal part of daily life. They accepted
fatigue as part of their role as wives and mothers; they take
care of all of the household responsibilities including all
childcare responsibilities, serve their husband and in-laws
and often work outside of the home to earn extra money
for the family. One woman said, “We have to work all the
time, go to the mountains and fields, have children to take
care of. We get no time to rest. We work in unhappiness
and eat in pain” (woman of reproductive age). Women
did not think of fatigue as something that they could
change and they did not associate their own fatigue with
the possibility of having anaemia. Although most women
knew that fatigue is a symptom of anaemia, they underestimated the prevalence of anaemia in their village despite
endemic rates. A frontline health worker said, “In our

Yilma H, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e037471. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-037471
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Table 2 Importance to health and dislike rating across participant category
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Perceptions of fatigue across referent groups
Perceptual maps
Men (figure 2) and mothers-
in-
law (figure 3) also
perceived fatigue as different from the other items related
to the iron supplement distribution channels. The perceptual map generated according to men’s responses displays
physicians, pregnancy and prenatal care as plotted closely
together in the same quadrant. This cluster also contains
iron supplements, indicating that men understand these
items as existing in the same cognitive space. Similarly,
the perceptual map generated for mothers-in-law displays
physicians, clinics and pharmaceutical kiosks as a cluster
plotted near the plot point for iron supplements. Fatigue,
however, is plotted in a separate quadrant from these
items related to the iron supplement distribution channels for non-pregnant women. The separation of fatigue
from these channels indicates that fatigue may not act as
a cue to obtain iron supplements among husbands and
mothers-in-law.
Card sorting exercise
We also explored differences in perception across participant groups through the card sorting analysis. Perceptions
of importance to health didn’t differ across participant
groups for any of the anaemia-related items shown, with
the exception of fatigue (F=9.66, p<0.001) and stomachache (F=5.76, p<0.01), which were significantly different
between women and their referent groups. Affective
perceptions (ie, dislike) related to fatigue were also statistically different across the three groups as well (F=8.29,
p<0.001).
Post-hoc least significant differences tests revealed that
women and men had similar perceptions of fatigue across
these cognitive and affective dimensions (ie, importance
to health and dislike), but mothers-in-law had significantly
different perceptions. Fatigue was perceived with the
same level of importance for health by both men (M=0.80,
SD=0.61) and women (M=0.80, SD=0.61). However,
mothers-in-law had significantly lower perceptions about
the importance of fatigue (M=0.17, SD=0.53) than men
(p<0.001) and women (p<0.001). Additionally, men
reported a similar dislike of fatigue as women (M=1.23,
SD=0.73, n.s.) while mothers-in-law disliked fatigue to a
much greater extent (M=1.87, SD=0.35, p<0.05).
Focus group discussions
Men acknowledged that women bear the brunt of the
work at home and often face extreme fatigue but did not
make the connection that anaemia could be at play. A
husband from a focus group said, “They [women] don’t
have time to do all these works. To do the outside works
8

after completing the household works, they don’t get
enough time” (husband). Mothers-in-law felt that their
daughters-
in-
law had it ‘easier’ today than when they
were young and showed less empathy than men for their
daughters-in-law heavy workload. They also mentioned
that younger women today seek medical care more often
than their generation. A mother-in-law said, “We never
had those tablets [iron supplements]. We had no idea
that we are pregnant until the 5th month but women of
today know everything from the 1st month and run to the
hospital” (mother-in-law).
DISCUSSION
This study aimed to understand if the conceptualisation
of fatigue allowed it to act as a cue for illness in women as
well as referent others in their network (ie, mothers-in-law
and husbands). We found that fatigue may not act as a
sufficient cue for women to seek treatment for anaemia.
Nor is fatigue conceptualised in a similar manner across
the referent groups. These findings were notable in the
perceptual maps and card sorting activity, and further
manifest through the focus group discussions.
The perceptual mapping activity showed a distinction
between fatigue and the cluster of items related to the
iron supplement distribution channels, which included
physicians, clinics and pharmaceutical kiosks. These clinical items represent necessary steps in the iron folic acid
acquisition process for non-pregnant women; the disassociation between fatigue and these clinical items indicates
the conceptual distinction between fatigue and a need
for medical care. Additionally, the card sorting exercise showed cognitive and affective gaps in perceptions
between fatigue, on one hand, and the aforementioned
clinical items, on the other. In particular, women did not
perceive fatigue as an important consideration for their
health, although they reported dislike for it. These findings are in line with previous literature that discusses the
normalisation of fatigue as an outcome of hard work
rather than an illness.29
The qualitative results support the lack of association between fatigue and medical care in the perceptual mapping and card sorting activity. The focus group
discussions clarify these findings through the identification of gender norms that may set the conditions for
what mental and physical phenomenon are perceived as
illness.11–14 36 Women in the focus group discussions highlight a prevailing gender norm that women are expected
to maintain a large amount of the household duties
through the exertion of physical labour, which in turn,
can lead to the expectation of fatigue.29 Women in the
focus groups also indicated that they prioritise the well-
being of their family over their own. Thus, they accept
the fatigue that they feel as a normal outcome of their
household role. These unequal gender norms that place
the majority of household duties on the woman may
normalise fatigue in women and negatively affect their
risk perception. Thus, fatigue is not an adequate cue that
Yilma H, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e037471. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-037471
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village, in a year, 2-3-4 women have it [anaemia]…mainly
pregnant women” (frontline health worker). This is, of
course, a far cry from what the actual numbers would be,
based on data from the National Family Health Survey,20
which shows that over half of women of reproductive age
are anaemic.
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women through an examination of the social context
of women living in Odisha, India. The current available
health services require that non-pregnant, out-of-school,
women seek treatment for their anaemia, rather than
receive iron supplements unprompted. However, the
most recognisable symptom of anaemia, fatigue, is not a
cue for illness, and thus, does not act as a cue to seek treatment. This study shows that fatigue is not an adequate cue
to seek treatment among non-pregnant women resulting
in a failure to treat their anaemia. We recommend
improving the available services to non-pregnant women
so that they can obtain iron supplements through frontline workers. However, within the current health practice
landscape of Odisha, India, we recommend increasing
knowledge around the connection between fatigue and
anaemia among mothers-in-laws, husbands and women to
improve iron supplementation use.
Limitations
Findings from this study provide important contributions
to the anaemia-reduction literature. However, there are
several limitations in this study that must be acknowledged. First, the quantitative methods used in this analysis
leave gaps in interpretation. Perceptual maps are a useful
tool for depicting the relative conceptualisation of items
and concepts, but it gives little explanation for the dimension of perception that are depicted. We included a card
sorting analysis to attempt to understand the cognitive
and affective dimensions. However, there is no method to
triangulate these two quantitative methods to understand
if the maps are created on these two dimensions. For
this reason, we have included a qualitative component,
which we have triangulated with the results observed in
the quantitative component. We have also used the qualitative component to provide context to the results of the
quantitative assessment, despite the fact that they come
from different samples. The use of different samples to
triangulate may pose as a limitation, but it is worthwhile
to note both components share a common sampling
procedure and sampling frame.
Second, we note that there are limitations in the way
that fatigue can be depicted through our quantitative
methods. Participants of the perceptual mapping and
card sorting activity were shown a picture of a woman
experiencing fatigue, followed by a depiction of the word
in the local language. It is possible that the term was too
technical to be understood properly. However, the face
validity of the cards was evaluated by coinvestigators in the
field which minimises the chances of misinterpretation.
Additionally, the majority of men and women in Odisha
are literate.56 We also note that the broader goal of the
qualitative component was to understand key barriers and
facilitators of iron supplementation. As a result, participants were not explicitly asked about their conceptualisations of fatigue. Hence, it is possible that their responses
may shift if asked about it directly. Despite this, respondents still revealed a normalisation of hard labour among
women that corresponds to normalisations of fatigue in
9
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illness is present, and consequently, does not act as a cue
to seek treatment.
This study also aimed to investigate conceptualisations
of fatigue in mothers-in-law and men. The perceptual
maps created for mothers-in-law showed a slightly larger
dissociation between fatigue and the clinical items related
to ion supplementation than was observed in women of
reproductive age. While perceptual mapping methods do
not allow for the determination of statistically significant
differences, the results of the focus group discussion show
that the older generation of women believe that younger
women have more sensitive perceptions of health. The
mothers-in-law in this study harboured attitudes that were
even more dismissive of fatigue than men or younger
women; they did not consider fatigue important to
health. These results indicate that the normalisation of
symptoms, like fatigue, may be stronger among older
generations of women.
We found a different conceptualisation of fatigue in
men. The card sorting activity revealed a smaller gap
in cognitive and affective perceptions of fatigue; while
men may consider fatigue a low health concern, they
also do not mind it very much. The results of the focus
group discussions offer the explanation that men may
not mind fatigue as much as the older generations of
women because they are subject to different expectations
of labour. The men in the focus group discussions show
empathy for women who complete the lion’s share of
household work and often work outside the home. The
results of the qualitative investigations coupled with the
quantitative findings indicate that fatigue is normalised to
a lesser extent in men than it is in women.
The conceptualisation of fatigue as illness is critical for
pregnant, out-
of-
school women who are currently
non-
not given iron supplements as part of regular care by
front line health workers. If women do not perceive illness
when fatigue is present, they may not seek treatment for
it (including asking for iron supplements) unless they are
pregnant. This may exacerbate an existing gap in iron
supplement distribution to non-pregnant, out-of-school
women, who make up the largest proportion of women
with anaemia.20 Future anaemia reduction interventions
should take into account the social and cultural underpinnings related to perceptions of illness among women.
Studies show that mothers-in-law are intimately involved
in the decision-making processes among anaemic women
in India.39 53 54 If mothers-in-law continue to believe and
perpetuate the idea that fatigue is not a symptom of
illness, women of reproductive age may also follow suit.
Even in situations where a woman does not agree with her
mother-in-law, it may be difficult for her to obtain iron
supplements against her mother in laws requests.55 Therefore, in line with the recommendations of other studies,
we highlight the importance of shifting mothers-in-law’s
perceptions of fatigue and anaemia, so that perceptions
can shift in women as well.39
To our knowledge, this is the first study that explores
the gaps in iron folic acid distribution for non-pregnant
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PERCEPTUAL MAPPING AND CARD
SORTING QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR RESEARCH TEAM MEMBER USE ONLY/ କକବଳ ଅନୁ ସନ୍ଧାନକାରୀ ଦଳର ସଦସୟଙ୍କ ବୟବହାର ନିମକେ:
BLOCK

Which Block is the respondent from/ଉତ୍ତରଦାତା କକଉଁ
ବ୍ଲକରୁ?

VILLAGE

Which village is the respondent from/ଉତ୍ତରଦାତା କକଉଁ
ଗ୍ରାମରୁ?

PARTICIPATION

The respondent is participating in a…
ଉତ୍ତରଦାତାଜଣକ କକଉଁଥିକର ଭାଗ କନଉଛେି ........

CODE_PM

What is the code number of the Perceptual Mapping?
Code number/ କକାଡ ନମବର୍ _________
ଏହି ଧାରଣାତ୍ମକ ମାନଚିତ୍ରଣର କକାଡ କଣ?
PM1
PM2
PM3
PM4
PM5
PM6
PM7
PM8
PM9

FORMATIVE RESEARCH PERCEPTUAL MAPPING EXERCISE

………………………………………………..

Focus group discussion…………………...1
ଦଳଗତ ଆକ ାଚନା...........................................1
Key informant interview…………….……...2
ପ୍ରମୁଖ ସୂଚନାଦାତାଙ୍କ ସହିତ ସାକ୍ଷାତକାର ...............2
Perceptual Mapping -------------------3
ଧାରଣାତ୍ମକ ମାନଚିତ୍ରଣ --------------------------3
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PM10
PM11
PM12
PARTICIPANT_PM

Participant category of Perceptual Mapping ଧାରଣାତ୍ମକ
ମାନଚିତ୍ରଣରର ଅଂଶ୍ଗ୍ରହଣ କରିଥିବ୍ା ଉତ୍ତରଦାତାଙ୍କ ପ୍ରକାର

CODE_NUMBER_PM

Participant code number of the Perceptual Mapping
ଧାରଣାତ୍ମକ ମାନଚିତ୍ରଣରର ଭାଗ ରନଇଥିବ୍ା ସଦସୟଙ୍କ ରକାଡ଼

PATRICIPATION_DATE On what date did the respondent participate/କକଉଁ
ତାରିଖକର ଉତ୍ତରଦାତା ଅଂଶ୍ଗ୍ରହଣ କରିଥିକ ?

Males 18 – 42 years old --------------------1
ପୁରୁଷ (୧୮-୪୨) (ବ୍ିବ୍ାହିତ) ------------------------1
WRA 15 – 35 years old ---------------------2
ପ୍ରଜନନ ବ୍ୟସ (୧୫-୩୫) ମଧ୍ୟରର ଥିବ୍ା ମହିଳା ------2
Mothers in law – any age -----------------3
ଶାଶୁ (ସ୍ୱାମୀଙ୍କ ମା) ----------------------------------3

DD/MM: __________________________

ତାରିଖ / ମାସ ________________________

Thank you for participating in this study. I want to remind you that there are no right or wrong answers to these questions. We
just want to know what your opinions are. Before we ask for your opinions, please tell us a few things about yourself/ଆପଣ ଏହି
ଅଧ୍ୟୟନକର ଅଂଶ୍ଗ୍ରହଣ କରିଥିବାରୁ ଧନୟବାଦ । ମଁୁ ଆପଣଙ୍କୁ ମକନ ପକକଇକଦବାକୁ ଚାକହଁ କେ ଏହି ସବୁ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନର ଠିକ କିମବା ଭୁ ଉତ୍ତର ନାହିଁ । ଆକମ କକବଳ ଆପଣଙ୍କ ମତାମତ ଗୁଡକ
ି
ଜାଣିବାକୁ ଚାହଁୁଛୁ, ଦୟାକରି ଆପଣଙ୍କ ବିଷୟକର ଆମକୁ କିଛ ି କୁ ହେୁ ।
Section/ବିଭାଗ 1
Demographic Questionnaire/ଜନସଂଖୟା ସମବନ୍ଧୀୟ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାବଳୀ
1

2

How old are you?
ଆପଣଙ୍କର ବୟସ କକକତ?

What is your sex?

FORMATIVE RESEARCH PERCEPTUAL MAPPING EXERCISE

Age: ________________ (Unknown = -99)
ବୟସ: ------------------------- (ଜାଣି ନାହାେି = -୯୯)
Female/ମହିଳା …………………………...1
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ଆପଣଙ୍କର ଳିଙ୍ଗ କଣ?

Male/ପୁରୁଷ……………………………....2
No response/କକୌଣସି ଉତ୍ତର ନାହିଁ…_.…..3

What is the highest level of school you have attended?
ଆପଣଙ୍କର ସକବବାଚ୍ଚ ଶ୍ିକ୍ଷାଗତ କୋଗୟତା କଣ?

None/କିଛନ
ି ାହିଁ - 0
Primary school (incomplete)/ପ୍ରାଥମିକ ବିଦୟାଳୟ
(ଅସମ୍ପୂଣବ) - 1
Primary school (complete) /ପ୍ରାଥମିକ ବିଦୟାଳୟ (ସମ୍ପୂଣ)ବ
-2
Secondary school (incomplete) /ମାଧ୍ୟମିକ ବିଦୟାଳୟ
(ଅସମ୍ପୂଣବ) - 3
Secondary school (complete) /ମାଧ୍ୟମିକ ବିଦୟାଳୟ
(ସମ୍ପୂଣବ) - 4
High Secondary/ Senior Secondary school
(incomplete) /ଉଚ୍ଚ ମାଧ୍ୟମିକ ବିଦୟାଳୟ (ଅସମ୍ପୂଣବ) - 5
High Secondary/ Senior school (complete) /ଉଚ୍ଚ
ମାଧ୍ୟମିକ ବିଦୟାଳୟ (ସମ୍ପୂଣବ) - 6
Tertiary/College/University
(incomplete)/ମହାବିଦୟାଳୟ/ବିଶ୍ୱବିଦୟାଳୟ (ଅସମ୍ପୂଣବ) - 7
Tertiary/College/University
(complete)/ମହାବିଦୟାଳୟ/ବିଶ୍ୱବିଦୟାଳୟ (ସମ୍ପୂଣବ) - 8

Other (Specify)/ଅନୟାନୟ (ଦଶ୍ବାେୁ ):- 88
No response/କକୌଣସି ଉତ୍ତରନାହିଁ…….…..-99
4

4a

Are you currently married or living together with a partner as if
married?
ଆପଣ ବିବାହିତ କି ବା ଜକଣ ସାଥିଙ୍କ ସହିତ ବିବାହିତ ଭଳି ମିଶ୍କ
ି ରି ରୁହେି କି ?
IF NO: Are you divorced, separated, widowed, or never married or in
a union?
(Skip if married or living with a partner.)

FORMATIVE RESEARCH PERCEPTUAL MAPPING EXERCISE

Yes, currently married/ହଁ, ବିବାହିତ…….….1
Yes, living with a partner/ହଁ, ଜକଣ ସାଥୀଙ୍କ ସହିତ ରହୁ ଛ ି ….2

No/ନାହିଁ..........………….…………………...3
No response/ କକୌଣସି ଉତ୍ତର ନାହିଁ….……..-99
Never married or in a union/କକକବ ବିବାହ
କରିନାହାେି କିମବା କକୌଣସି ସାଥୀଙ୍କ ସହିତ ରଖୁନାହଁାେ…1
Divorced/separated/ଛାଡପତ୍ର/ଅ ଗା
ରହୁ ଛେି…………………………………………………………..2
Widow/widower / ବିଧବା / ବିପତି…….…….3
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େଦି ନା : ଆପଣ କଣ ଛାଡପତ୍ର କନଇଛେି, ଅ ଗା ରହୁ ଛେି, ବିଧବା ବା କକକବ ବିବାହ କରିନାହାେି କିମବା
କକୌଣସି ସାଥୀଙ୍କ ସହିତ ନାହାେି ?
(ପଚାରେୁ ନାହିଁ, େଦି ବିବାହିତ କିମବା ସାଥି ସହିତ ରହୁ ଛେି )

No response/ କକୌଣସି ଉତ୍ତର ନାହିଁ…………..-99

What is your religion?
ଆପଣଙ୍କର ଧମବ କଣ ?

Hindu/ହିନ୍ଦୁ ……………………………….....1
Muslim/ମୁସ ିମ …………………………....2
Christian/ଖ୍ରୀଷ୍ଟିୟାନ………………………....3
Sikh/ଶ୍ିଖ…………….…………………....4
Buddhist/ବୁ ଦ୍ଧ……………………………....5
Jain/କଜୈନ……...…..……………………....6
Other/ଅନୟାନୟ……………………………...7
No response/ କକୌଣସି ଉତ୍ତର ନାହିଁ.……..-99

BMJ Open

CASTE What is your caste ?
ଆପଣଙ୍କର ଜାତି କଣ ?

Scheduled Caste ଅନୁ ସୂଚତ
ି ଜାତି - 1
Scheduled Tribe ଅନୁ ସୂଚତ
ି ଜନଜାତି - 2
OBC ଅନୟାନୟ ପଛୁ ଆ ବ୍ଗଗର ଜାତି - 3
Other Caste ଅନୟାନୟ ଜାତି - 4
No response/ କକୌଣସି ଉତ୍ତର ନାହିଁ.……..-99

6

How many children do you have?
ଆପଣଙ୍କର କକକତାଟି ସୋନ ଅଛେି ?

None/କିଛନ
ି ାହିଁ………………………………...0
One/କଗାଟିଏ………………………………….1
Two/ଦୁ ଇଟି…………………………………….2
Three/ତିକନାଟି………………………………..3
Four/ଚାରିଟ…
ି ……………………………....4
Five or more/ପାଞ୍ଚ କିମବା ଅଧିକ……………..5
No response// କକୌଣସି ଉତ୍ତର ନାହିଁ………..-99

7

How often do you watch television?
ଆପଣ କକକତ ବୟବଧାନକର ଟିଭି କଦଖେି ?

Not at all/କକକବ ନାହିଁ………………...………...0
Less than once a week/ସପ୍ତାହକର ଥରକରୁ
କମ୍..................................................................1
At least once a week/ ଅତିକମ୍ କର ସପ୍ତାହକୁ ଥକର
………………...…………………………..….......2
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Almost Every Day/ପ୍ରାୟ ପ୍ରତୟକ ଦିନ……...….3
7a

On an average day, for how long do you watch television?
କଗାଟିଏ ଦିନକର, ପାଖାପାଖି କକକତ ସମୟ ଟିଭି କଦଖେି ?

______Hours per day/ OR ____ minutes per
day
ଦିନକର .............. ଘଣ୍ଟା କିମବା ଦିନକର ................. ମିନଟ୍
ି

8

How often do you listen to the radio?
ଆପଣ କକକତଥର କରଡିଓ ଶ୍ୁଣେି ?

Not at all/କକକବ ନାହିଁ………………...………...0
Less than once a week/ ସପ୍ତାହକର ଥରକରୁ କମ୍...1
At least once a week/ ଅତିକମ୍ କର ସପ୍ତାହକୁ ଥକର
………………...…………………………..….2
Almost Every Day/ ପ୍ରାୟ ସବୁ ଦନ
ି …………..….3

8a

On an average day, for how long do you listen to the radio?
କଗାଟିଏ ଦିନକର ପାଖାପାଖି କକକତ ସମୟ କରଡିଓ ଶ୍ୁଣେି?

______Hours per day OR ____ minutes per
day
ଦିନକର .............. ଘଣ୍ଟା କିମବା ଦିନକର ................. ମିନଟ
ି

9.0

How often do you talk on a mobile phone?
ଆପଣ କକକତଥର କମାବାଇ କର କଥା ହୁ ଅେି?

Not at all/କକକବ ନାହିଁ………………...………...0
Less than once a week/ ସପ୍ତାହକର ଥରକରୁ କମ୍...1
At least once a week/ ଅତିକମ୍ କର ସପ୍ତାହକୁ ଥକର
………………...…………………………..….2
Almost Every Day/ପ୍ରାୟ ସବୁ ଦନ
ି …………..….3

9

Do you use a smart phone?
ଆପଣ ସ୍ମାର୍ଗ ର ାନ୍ ବ୍ୟବ୍ହାର କରନ୍ତି କି ?

Yes/ହଁ…………………………………………1
No/ନା…………………………………………..0

9a

On an average day, for how long do you talk on a mobile phone?
କଗାଟିଏ ଦିନକର, ପାଖାପାଖି କକକତ ସମୟ କମାବାଇ କର କଥା ହୁ ଅେି?

______Hours per day OR ____ minutes per
day
ଦିନକର .............. ଘଣ୍ଟା କିମବା ଦିନକର ................. ମିନଟ
ି

10

How often do you read the newspaper?
ଆପଣ କକକତଥର ଖବରକାଗଜ ପଢେି?

Not at all/କକକବ ନାହିଁ………………...………...0
Less than once a week/ ସପ୍ତାହକର ଥରକରୁ କମ୍...1
At least once a week/ ଅତିକମ୍ କର ସପ୍ତାହକୁ ଥକର
………………...…………………………..….2
Almost Every Day/ପ୍ରାୟ ସବୁ ଦନ
ି …………..….3
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10a

On an average day, for how long do you read the newspaper?
କଗାଟିଏ ଦିନକର, ପାଖାପାଖି କକକତ ସମୟ ଖବରକାଗଜ ପଢେି?

______Hours per day OR ____ minutes per
day
ଦିନକର .............. ଘଣ୍ଟା କିମବା ଦିନକର ................. ମିନଟ
ି

11

Have you ever attended a self-help group meeting?
ଆପଣ କକକବ ସ୍ଵୟଂ ସହାୟକ ଦଳର କବୈଠକକର କୋଗ କଦଇଛେି କି ?

Yes/ହଁ…………………………………………1
No/ନା…………………………………………..0

11a

Are you currently a part of a self-help group/ଆପଣ ବତ୍ତବମାନ ସ୍ଵୟଂ ସହାୟକ
ଦଳର ଜକଣ /ସଦସୟ କି?

Yes/ହଁ…………………………………………1
No/ନା…………………………………………..0

12

Have you ever taken iron & folic acid supplements (IFA)/ଆପଣ କକକବ ବି
ଆଇରନ ଏବଂ ଫ ିକ ଏସିଡର ପରିପୂରକ ଖାଇଛେି କି ?

Yes/ହଁ…………………………………………1
No/ନା…………………………………………..0

12a

Are you currently taking iron & folic acid supplements (IFA)/ଆପଣ
ବତ୍ତବମାନ ଆଇରନ ଏବଂ ଫ ିକ ଏସିଡର ପରିପୂରକ ଖାଉଛେି କି ?

Yes/ହଁ…………………………………………1
No/ନା…………………………………………..0

13

Has a doctor or healthcare provider ever told you that you have
anemia/ଆପଣଙ୍କର ରକ୍ତହୀନତା ଅଛି କବା ି ଆପଣଙ୍କୁ ଡାକ୍ତର କିମବା କକୌଣସି ସ୍ଵାସ୍ଥ୍ୟ ପ୍ରଦାନକାରୀ
କକକବ କହିଛେି କି ?

Yes/ହଁ…………………………………………1
No/ନା…………………………………………..0

13a

Do you currently have anemia/ବତ୍ତବମାନ ଆପଣଙ୍କର ରକ୍ତହୀନତା ରହିଛ ି କି ?

Yes/ହଁ…………………………………………1
No/ନା…………………………………………..0
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Section/ବିଭାଗ 2
I am now going to show you two cards at a time. One card has the picture of one object and the second card has the picture of
a second object. Please tell me how similar the second card is to the first. To make this a bit easier, I will show you the second
card and first ask you whether it is similar or different. If you say “similar,” then I will ask you whether it is somewhat similar or
very similar; if you say “different,” then I will ask you whether it is somewhat different or very different.
ଏକବ ମଁୁ ଆପଣଙ୍କୁ ଏକ ସମୟକର ଦୁ ଇଟି କାଡବ କଦଖାଇବାକୁ ୋଉଛି | କଗାଟିଏ କାଡବକର କଗାଟିଏ ବିଷୟକର ଛବି ଏବଂ ଦ୍ଵିତୀୟ କାଡବକର ଦ୍ଵିତୀୟ ବିଷୟକର ଛବି ରହିଛ ି । ଦୟାକରି କମାକତ
କୁ ହେୁ ଦ୍ଵିତୀୟ କାଡବଟ ି ପ୍ରଥମ କାଡବ ସହିତ କକକତ ସମାନ ଅଛି । ଆକମ ଏହାକୁ ଆଉ ଟିକକ ସହଜ କରିବା ପାଇଁ ମଁୁ ଆପଣଙ୍କୁ ଦ୍ଵିତୀୟ କାଡବଟ ି କଦଖାଇବି ଏବଂ ପ୍ରଥକମ ପଚାରିବି ଏହା ସମାନ କିମବା
ଅ ଗା । େଦି ଆପଣ ସମାନ କହେି କତକବ କିଛ ି ସମାନ ନା ସମ୍ପୂଣବ ସମାନ କବା ି ମଁୁ ପଚାରିବ;ି େଦି ଆପଣ ଅ ଗା କହେି କତକବ କିଛ ି ଅ ଗା ନା ସମ୍ପୂଣବ ଅ ଗା କବା ି ମଁୁ ପଚାରିବି ।
[Show respondent each card pair: 1 versus 2, 3, 4,….. 16; 2 versus 3, 4, 5, ….. 16; etc.]
[ଉତ୍ତରଦାତାଙ୍କୁ ପ୍ରକତୟକ କାଡବର କୋଡି କଦଖାେୁ : 1 ସହିତ 2, 3, 4 ... 16; 2 ସହିତ 3, 4, 5, ... 16 ଇତୟାଦି]
1. IFA Pill/ଆଇରନ ବଟିକା
2. Clinic/କିିନକ
ି
3. Kiosk
4. Self-help group/ସ୍ଵୟଂ ସହାୟକ ଦଳ
5. Traditional healer/ ପାରମ୍ପରିକ / ଚିକତ୍ସ
ି କ / କବୈଦୟ
6. Physician/ ଚିକତ୍ସ
ି କ / ଡାକ୍ତର
7. Fatigue/କ୍ଳାେି
8. Prenatal care/ ଗଭବାବସ୍ଥ୍ା ସମୟକର େତ୍ନ
9. Green vegetables/ସବୁ ଜ ପନିପରିବା
10. Meat/ମାଂସ
11. Pregnancy/ଗଭଗାବ୍ସ୍ଥା
12. Stomach ache/ରପର୍ କାର୍ିବ୍ା
[For each pair, first ask: Is XXXX similar or different from YYYY/ପ୍ରକତୟକ କୋଡି ପାଇଁ ପ୍ରଥକମ ପଚାରେୁ XXXX ସମାନ କିମବା YYYY ଠାରୁ ଅ ଗା ।
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If Respondent says, “similar,” then ask: Would you say just a bit similar or very similar?
େଦି ଉତ୍ତରଦାତା ସମାନ କହେି କତକବ ପଚାରେୁ ଆପଣ କିଛ ି ସମାନ କହୁ ଛେି କିମବା ସମ୍ପୂଣବ ସମାନ କହୁ ଛେି?
If Respondent says, “different,” then ask: Would you say just a bit different or very different?
େଦି ଉତ୍ତରଦାତା ଅ ଗା କହେି କତକବ ପଚାରେୁ ଆପଣ କିଛ ି ଅ ଗା କହୁ ଛେି କିମବା ସମ୍ପୂଣବ ଅ ଗା କହୁ ଛେି?]
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Card 1

Card 2

1 = very different/ସମ୍ପୂଣବ ଅ ଗା

Card 1

Card 2

1 = very different/ ସମ୍ପୂଣବ

Card 1

BMJ Open

Card 2

1 = very different/ସମ୍ପୂଣବ

2 = somewhat differentକିଛ ି ଅ ଗା

ଅ ଗା

ଅ ଗା

3 = somewhat similarକିଛ ି ସମାନ

2 = somewhat different

2 = somewhat

4 = very similarସମ୍ପୂଣବ ସମାନ

କିଛ ି ଅ ଗା

differentକିଛ ି ଅ ଗା

2

3 = somewhat similar

3 = somewhat similar

pill/ଆଇରନ

3

କିଛ ି ସମାନ

କିଛ ି ସମାନ

ବଟିକା

4

4 = very similar ସମ୍ପୂଣବ

4 = very similar ସମ୍ପୂଣବ ସମାନ

1. IFA

ସମାନ

5.

6

4

Traditional

7

6

5

healer

8

7

6
7

ପାରମ୍ପାରିକ

9

8

8

ଚିକତ୍ସ
ି କ/

10

9

9

କବୈଦୟ

11

10
11

10

6.

7

12

11

Physician

8

2. Clinic

3

12

କିିନକ
ି

4. SHG

5

ଡାକ୍ତର

9

4
5

ସ୍ଵୟଂ

6

11

ସହାୟକ

7

12

5

6
7
8

3. Kiosk

ଦଳ

12

10

8

7. Fatigue

8

9

କିାେି

9

9

10

10

11

11

11

12

12

10

12
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ସମ୍ପୂଣବ ଅ ଗା
2 = somewhat
different

କିଛ ି ଅ ଗା
3 = somewhat
similar

କିଛ ି ସମାନ
4 = very similar
ସମ୍ପୂଣବ ସମାନ

8. Prenatal care

9

ଗଭବାବସ୍ଥ୍ା ସମୟକର େତ୍ନ

10
11
12

9. Green vegetables

10

ସବୁ ଜ ପନିପରିବା

11
12

10. Meat

11

ମାଂସ

12

11.

12

Pregnancy/ଗଭଗାବ୍ସ୍ଥା
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Section/ବିଭାଗ 3
Importance for Health and Well-Being/ସ୍ଵାସ୍ଥ୍ୟ ଏବଂ ଭ ରହିବା ପାଇଁ ମହତ୍ଵ
I will now show you the same 12 cards. Please put these cards in three different piles. In the first pile, put all the cards that you
think are very important for your health and well-being. In the second pile, put all the cards that you think are just a little bit
important for your health and well-being. In the third pile, put all the cards that you think are not important at all for your health
and well-being. [Do the exercise and write response in the first table. Then shuffle the cards.]
ଏକବ ମଁୁ ଆପଣଙ୍କୁ ୧୨ଟି କାଡବ କଦଖାଇବି । ଏହି କାଡବଗୁଡକ
ି ତିକନାଟି ଅ ଗା ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ | ଆପଣ କେଉଁ ସବୁ କାଡବ ଗୁଡକ
ି ଭାବୁ ଛେି ଆପଣଙ୍କର ସ୍ଵାସ୍ଥ୍ୟ ଏବଂ ଭ ରହିବା ପାଇଁ ଜରୁରୀ
କସଗୁଡକ
ି ପ୍ରଥମ ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ | କେଉଁସବୁ କାଡବଗୁଡକ
ି ଆପଣଙ୍କ ସ୍ଵାସ୍ଥ୍ୟ ଏବଂ ଭ ରହିବା ପାଇଁ କମ ଜରୁରୀ କସଗୁଡକ
ି ଦ୍ଵିତୀୟ ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ | କସହିପରି, କେଉଁସବୁ କାଡବଗୁଡକ
ି ଆପଣଙ୍କ
ସ୍ଵାସ୍ଥ୍ୟ ଏବଂ ଭ ରହିବା ପାଇଁ ଜମା ଜରୁରୀ ନୁ କହଁ, କସଗୁଡକ
ି ତୃ ତୀୟ ଗଦାକର ଅଛି ? (ଏହି କଖଳଟିକୁ କରାେୁ ଏବଂ ଉତ୍ତରକୁ ପ୍ରଥମ କଟବୁ କର କ ଖେୁ | ତାହାପକର କାଡବଗୁଡକ
ି ମିଶ୍ାଇଦିଅେୁ
|)
Easy/ସହଜ
This time please think about how easy it is to get (or to use or to do) each item shown in the card. If you think the item is very
easy to get (or to use or to do), put it in the first pile. If you think the item is sometimes easy and sometimes difficult to get (or to
use or to do), put it in the second pile. If you think it is very hard to get (or to use or to do), put it in the third pile. [Write response
in the second table. Then shuffle.]
ଦୟାକରି ଏଥର ଚିୋ କରେୁ କାଡବକର କଦଖା ୋଇଥିବା ପ୍ରକତୟକ ଜିନଷ
ି କୁ କକକତ ସହଜକର ପାଇ ପାରିକବ । େଦି ଭାବୁ ଛେି ଏହି ଜିନଷ
ି ଗୁଡକ
ି ବହୁ ତ ସହଜକର ପାଇପାରିକବ (ବା ବୟବହାରକର
ଗାଇପାରିକବ ବା କାମକର ଗାଇପାରିକବ) କସଗୁଡକ
ି ପ୍ରଥମ ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ | େଦି ଭାବୁ ଛେି ଏହି ଜିନଷ
ି ଗୁଡକ
ି ପାଇବାକୁ କବକଳକବକଳ ସହଜ ଏବଂ କବକଳକବକଳ କଷ୍ଟ (ବା ବୟବହାରକର
ଗାଇପାରିକବ ବା କାମକର ଗାଇପାରିକବ), ତାହାକୁ ତୃ ତୀୟ ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ | େଦି ଭାବୁ ଛେି, ଏହା ପାଇବାକୁ (ବା ବୟବହାରକର ଗାଇପାରିକବ ବା କାମକର ଗାଇପାରିକବ) ବହୁ ତ କଷ୍ଟସାଧ୍ୟ
ତାହାକୁ ତୃ ତୀୟ ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ | (ଉତ୍ତରଗୁଡକ
ି ଦ୍ଵିତୀୟ କଟବୁ

କର କ ଖେୁ ଏବଂ କସଗୁଡକ
ି ପକର ମିଶ୍ାଇଦିଅେୁ |)

Like/ପସନ୍ଦ
Finally, we will now sort these into three piles according to how much you like each card. If you like it a lot, put it in the first pile.
If you like it just a bit or dislike it just a bit, put it in the second pile. And, if you dislike it a lot, put it in the third pile. [Record in the
third table] କଶ୍ଷକର, ଆପଣ ପ୍ରତୟକ କାଡବକୁ କକକତ ପସନ୍ଦ କକ , କସହି ଅନୁ ସାକର ଆକଗ ଏହାକୁ ତିକନାଟି ଗଦାକର ସଜାଇ ରଖିବା | େଦି ଆପଣ ଏହାକୁ ବହୁ ତ ପସନ୍ଦ କରେି, ତାକହକ
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ତାକୁ ପ୍ରଥମ ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ | େଦି ଆପଣ ଏହାକୁ କମ ପସନ୍ଦ କରେି ବା କମ ପସନ୍ଦ କରେି ନାହିଁ, ତାହାକୁ ଦ୍ଵିତୀୟ ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ | େଦି ଆପଣ ସମ୍ପୃକ୍ତ ପସନ୍ଦ କରେି ନାହିଁ, ତାହାକୁ ତୃ ତୀୟ
ଗଦାକର ରଖେୁ ) (ତୃ ତୀୟ କଟବୁ କର କ ଖେୁ )
Write the card number in each column.
PILE 1:

PILE2:

PILE 3:

PILE 1:

PILE 2:

PILE 3:

Very

Somewhat

Unimportant

Very easy

Somewhat

Very hard to

PILE 1:

PILE 2:

PILE 3:

important

important

to get

easy

get

Like a lot

Like

Dislike

ବହୁ ତ ଜରୁରୀ

କିଛମ
ି ାତ୍ରାକର

ଜରୁରୀ ନୁ କହଁ

ବହୁ ତ

କମ୍ ସହଜକର

ପାଇବାକୁ

somewhat

ସହଜକର ପାଇ

ପାଇ କହବ

ବହୁ ତ କଷ୍ଟସାଧ୍ୟ

ବହୁ ତ ପସନ୍ଦ

ପସନ୍ଦ କରେି

ଜରୁରୀ

କହବ
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Supplement 2 – Focus Group Guide
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Before Beginning the Interview:



Welcome participant and introduce yourself

Hello, and thank you for speaking with me today. My name is ______ and I am a field researcher
at DCOR. I am conducting a research study to understand the attitudes and beliefs of people in
this community. Thank you so much for agreeing to participate and taking time out of your day.
Do you have any questions about the research and your participation before we start?
Warm-up Questions
I’m new to this community, [name District], can you tell me a little bit about it? For example,
what kind of food do people eat here? And what do people do to earn money?
Women’s Role in the Community
What are some of the typical things that women in this community do throughout the day?
(probe: things like cooking, cleaning, taking care of kids, working outside the home, spending
time with her husband).
Do women in this community have enough energy or time to these things each day?
- Look after her kids?
- Work outside the home?
- Cook?
- Spend time with her husband?
- Have more intimate time with her husband?
How are men and women treated differently in this community?
For women’s life in general, are things getting better or worse?
- in her role as a mother?
- in her role as a wife?
- in her role as a daughter in law?
What are some of the concerns that women in this community have? (probe: concerns about
health, money, their family, themselves, their future)


Some people think that (woman’s name) should first take care of her husband and kids
before she worries about her own health. Other people think that she should first take care
of her own health.
How do you think most women in this community feel about that? What about most men?
In some families in Odisha, women eat after their husband, children and mother in law eat.
In others, women eat at the same time. What do you think about that? Is this changing?
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45

Anemia and Iron Folic Acid (IFA) Knowledge

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

(Show an IFA tablet and liquid IFA)
Can someone tell me what this is? (probe: What does it do?)
Have you ever heard of anemia?
Many people in this community may not use the word “anemia” but they may have other words
or phrases to talk about anemia. Can you tell me what some of those phrases are?
Tell me a little bit about what happens when someone has anemia (use the word or phrase
identified above instead of “anemia”). Tell me how this person feels or how this person acts
when they have anemia.
What do you think causes anemia? (probe: Not eating enough iron rich foods?)
What do you think makes anemia go away? (Probe: Can IFA tablets help? How about changing
your diet? What kind of foods might help it go away? )

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

IFA Norms

Anemia Related Behavior
Ok, now we’re going to make up a character. She is a female aged 23 years old. What should we
call her? (Ask for suggestions and decide on a name together). She just got married and is 3
months pregnant with her first child. Her doctor just told her she has anemia.
The doctor told her to take iron tablets.
 If (same woman’s name) wanted to get IFA tablets, where could she get them? How
difficult is it to get IFA tablets?
o Can you tell me what she likes about taking the tablets and what she doesn’t like?
(PROBE by asking more likes and dislikes)
o Apparently, some women stop taking those tablets. Can you tell me why they stop?
o Can you tell me what good things may happen if someone takes the tablets?
o What do you think would help her take the tablets? Do you think (woman’s name)’s
husband will support her to take the tablets? Not support her to take them? Or not say
anything? (Ask for examples)
o What about (woman’s name)’s mother in law? Will she support her in taking the
tablets? Why or why not?






Is Anemia is a problem in the community? If yes How much of a problem?
In general, who is typically expected to take IFA tablets? (Probe: pregnant women,
adolescent girls, non-pregnant women?)
Please think about most women like (name) who live in this community. How many of
them take IFA tablets? Some? Few? Most?
Is there anyone in (woman’s name) family (or her husband’s family) that she can talk to
about taking IFA tablets? How much do you think she’ll listen to what they have to say
about IFA tablets?

Information Sources

2
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89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
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Imagine another woman who is not pregnant but interested in learning more about her health.
What should we call her? (Ask for suggestions and decide on a name together).
Where does she go for information about health related matters?
Where can she get information about pregnancy, anemia, and IFA tablets from?





How easy is it for her to get information about pregnancy, anemia, and/or IFA tablets?
What difficulties would come up when trying to get this information?
When a woman gets IFA tablet, what kind of information does she get about them?
Probe: Dose, when to take or why to take it?
For those of you that participate in self-help groups, can you tell me what kind of things
you discuss?

Closing
That is the end of the questions I have for you, but do you have anything else you’d like to add
to the discussion? Any little stories about anemia or IFA use in this community?
As a reminder, please do not share anything we spoke about today with anyone outside of this
group.
Any questions?
Thank you for your time.

110
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